A T-cell receptor gamma polymerase chain reaction assay using capillary electrophoresis for the diagnosis of cutaneous T-cell lymphomas.
Detection of clonal T-cell receptor gamma rearrangements by polymerase chain reaction (TCRgamma PCR) followed by high-resolution electrophoresis has now become a valuable tool in the diagnosis of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTCL). The identification of clonal TCRgamma PCR products by fluorescent fragment analysis (FFA) on a capillary DNA sequencer is described here and compared with an established hetero-duplex temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (HD-TGGE). Of 55 CTCL derived lesional skin samples, clonality was obtained in 46 samples by FFA (83.6%) and in 45 samples by HD-TGGE (81.8%). Of 35 control skin specimens from various nonmalignant dermatoses, two samples (pityriasis lichenoides chronica) showed clonality by both methods, one sample (chronic dermatitis) only by FFA. The sensitivity of FFA was established using three clonal T-cell lines and peripheral blood mononuclear cells. The detection limit for clonal material was approximately 1% to 2.5% in mixtures of DNA and 1% to 3% in cell dilutions. For cell dilution series, we confirmed a linear correlation between the clonal/polyclonal peak-size ratios and the portion of clonal cells up to about 10%. Thus, the initial ratio between mono-and polyclonal template is correctly displayed by FFA within that concentration range. In conclusion, FFA on capillary DNA sequencer is a well-suited separation technique in TCRgamma PCR-based clonality analysis also exhibiting quantitative properties.